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SUMMARY
Creative React Developer with 2 & half + years of good knowledge 
in FE and BE areas using the MERN stack.

Passionate about Front End development, responsive design, 
animations, UX/UI, automated testing, performance, & accessibility.
However, I can easily work on a full-stack basis, and create a full-
fledged app from scratch �Frontend, Backend, DB, DevOps)

My ambition is to deliver production-grade applications, with 
professionalism, scalability, and performance in mind.

EXPERIENCE
Intermediate Software Engineer
Washmen

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

A digital laundry and dry cleaning service in the UAE that picks up and 
delivers to your location - Rated Best Laundry in the UAE, and 3rd best in the 
World ~ CINET

Feature lead heading the project planning, delivery, and onboarding for a 
project that need to support a new service line
Implemented process for reusable components in development, which lead 
to a faster implementation rate of + 50%
Worked in teams as big as 18 people
Coached 2 juniors to improve their communication, technical knowledge, 
quality of work.

Junior Full-Stack Web Developer
Washmen

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Joined as internee and promoted to software engineer in 2 months
Worked on a Full Stack basis �Frontend, Backend, Data source, 
DevOps/cloud)
Covered the whole software development lifecycle
Debugged issues and proposed /implemented solutions.
Introduced automated testing to our products; Initiated the addition of unit 
tests to �80% of the components library
Synced data from databases for faster API responses, which reduced 
response time by 60%
Monitored system performance
Applied best practices which increased the performace by 65%
Created innovative solutions to meet our company’s technical needs

EDUCATION
Bachelors in Computer Science
Lebanese International University

FIND ME ONLINE
GitHub

github.com/amjadorfali

LinkedIn

linkedin.com/in/amjad-orfali

PROJECTS
Shoe Sorting Station
The starting point of the items' journey. Responsible 
for assigning the customer their items. This is done 
by inserting item details. The feature also includes a 
resolution center to ease communication between 
the staff.  

Stain Man Station
Quality Assurance for item issues, to manage 
customer expectation if the stains found on the 
garments are removed or not.

Pending Items Station
Acts as a communication tool between our facility 
and customers, by managing expectation and 
informing our customers of any delays in advance. 

Customer Portal
Status update sent to the customer to notify them 
on their items status. 

SKILLS
TypeScript React MobX Svelte

SvelteKit TailwindCss framer-motion

HTML/CSS  Functional Programming

JavaScript Styled-components

Responsive-Design react-testing-library

OOP Software Design Patterns

Material-UI

Azure Devops Jest Cypress REST

CRUD GraphQL NestJs SailsJs

ExpressJs Git

AWS Lambda SNS Kinesis

CloudWatch SQS Dynamo ECS

Step Functions ArangoDB MongoDB

Redis

www.enhancv.com
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Amjad Orfali
Software Engineer

�905526452977 amjadorfali3@gmail.com amjadorfali.com
Istanbul, Turkey


